SUBJECT: HANDLING OF TERRORISM IN UNGA

REF: USUN 3167 AND 3256

1. DEPT HAS NOT REACHED FINAL POSITION ON CONTENT OF RES. WE HOPE TO EMERGE FROM UNGA DEBATE ON TERRORISM BUT IN GENERAL WE PLAN FOR RES TO FOCUS ON AS CONCRETE STEPS AS ARE FEASIBLE, SUCH AS URGING RATIFICATION OF THREE CONVENTIONS ON CIVIL AVIATION SAFETY, COOPERATION IN DRAFTING OF ENFORCEMENT CONVENTION UNDERPINNING THOSE CONVENTIONS, CALLING FOR STATES NOT TO ENCOURAGE OR GIVE SANCTUARY TO TERRORISTS BUT TO TAKE NECESSARY MEASURES TO DETER OR PUNISH THEM. WE HAVE GIVEN EXTENSIVE CONSIDERATION TO PROSPECT OF CONVENTION ON TERRORISM BUT HAVE NOT YET REACHED FIRM CONCLUSION ON HOW THIS ASPECT SHOULD BE HANDLED.

2. WE FULLY SHARE SYG'S DESIRE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF PRESENT INTERNATIONAL MOOD DEPLORING RECENT TERRORIST ACTS. WE BELIEVE THAT WE MUST DO ALL POSSIBLE TO BUILD MOMENTUM WITHIN ASSEMBLY TO TRANSLATE THIS GENERAL ATTITUDE INTO SPECIFIC DESIRABLE ACTIONS. IN OUR VIEW BEST WAY TO STIMULATE DELEGATES TO A WILL TO ACT IS TO AIR PROBLEM IN ALL ITS ASPECTS IN COURSE OF GENERAL DEBATE AND TO OBTAIN MAXIMUM ATTENTION TO SUBJECT AT VERY OPENING OF UNGA. SECRETARY'S SPEECH WILL BE DIRECTED TOWARD THIS PURPOSE AND AS YOU KNOW, WE ARE URGING OTHER FOREIGN MINISTERS...
AND REPRESENTATIVES TO HIGHLIGHT PROBLEM OF TERRORISM AND CALL FOR ASSEMBLY ACTION TO COPE WITH IT. INITIAL INDICATIONS ARE THAT NUMBER OF OTHER SPEAKERS IN GENERAL DEBATE WILL BE DOING SO. FOLLOWING THIS FULL AIRING IN GENERAL DEBATE WE SEE ADVANTAGE IN GENERAL COMMITTEE HAVING REFERRED ITEM DIRECTLY TO SIXTH COMMITTEE FOR ACTION. WE WOULD NOT SEE ADVANTAGE IN HAVING PLENARY TAKE UP SUBSTANCE OF ISSUE PRIOR TO COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION, AS LENGTHY DEBATE IN THAT FORUM WOULD BE MOST LIKELY TO DELAY CONSIDERATION OF SUBSTANCE AND DO LITTLE IF ANYTHING NOT ACCOMPLISHED IN GENERAL DEBATE TO IMPROVE CHANCE OF OBTAINING OPTIMUM RESOLUTION.

3. IN ADDITION WE WISH TO HAVE SIXTH COMMITTEE ACT AS EXPEDITIOUSLY AS POSSIBLE ON REPORT OF ILC WHICH CONTAINS ILC DRAFT ARTICLES ON PROTECTION OF DIPLOMATS, WHICH SCHEDULED TO BE FIRST ITEM ON AGENDA. THESE ARTICLES ARE IN RELATIVELY GOOD SHAPE AND CONSTITUTE SIGNIFICANT SUBSTANTIVE STEP FORWARD IN MEASURES AGAINST BROAD PROBLEM OF TERRORISM. HOWEVER, WE DO NOT WISH TWO ITEMS TO BE PROBLEM OF TERRORISM. HOWEVER, WE DO NOT WISH TWO ITEMS TO BE INTERMINGLED AS ILC REPORT STANDS MUCH BETTER CHANCE OF QUICK POSITIVE ACTION IF EXPLICIT CONNECTION BETWEEN TWO ISSUES IS AVOIDED. WE HOPE THAT DRAFT ARTICLES ON PROTECTION OF DIPLOMATS WILL LEAD TO EARLIEST POSSIBLE CONVENTION AND HOPE FOR GA RESOLUTION WHICH WOULD CONVENE A CONFERENCE PRIOR TO 28TH UNGA WITH STATES REQUESTED TO SUBMIT THEIR WRITTEN OBSERVATIONS ON DRAFT ARTICLES PRIOR TO CONFERENCE. USUN IS REQUESTED TO INQUIRE OF SECRETARIAT IF DATES ARE AVAILABLE FOR SCHEDULING THREE WEEK CONFERENCE. AN EARLY WEO MEETING TO CONSIDER BEST TACTICS ON THIS ITEM WOULD SEEM DESIRABLE.

4. YOU SHOULD SEEK EARLIEST OPPORTUNITY TO CONVEY ABOVE VIEWS TO SYG STRESSING OUR CONVICTION THAT ALLOCATION OF ITEM ON TERRORISM TO PLENARY PRIOR TO SIXTH COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION WOULD NOT BE ADVANTAGEOUS AND URGING TACTICAL APPROACH WHICH WOULD GET ITEM REFERRED PROMPTLY TO SIXTH COMMITTEE FOR ITS ACTION ON RESOLUTION. YOU SHOULD ASSURE SYG WE ARE MAKING EVERY EFFORT TO INDUCE EXTENSIVE ATTENTION TO THIS ITEM IN GENERAL DEBATE SPEECHES OF OTHERS. GDS YY
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